illya@chapeltheatremilwaukie.com

Available for streaming and download
everywhere you find music!

HamidShibataBennett.Bandcamp.com • CompassionArtsPDX.com

ARTIST: JAKE VAN BUREN
I'm Jake. I was born and raised
in Vermont and moved to the
Milwaukie area five years ago.
I'm a psychology student but I've
always loved doodling and drawing. I hope to one day incorporate
my love of art with my future
clinical work as I believe art is
such a great form of expression.
This year has been difficult for
everyone, but I try to see the
humor and silver lining in it all.

“Jesse was having trouble adjusting
to one day a week at work.”
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Emily
Wise

COVER
ARTIST
BIO

EMPT Y LEG (2021)
10" x 8"
Acrylic on wood panel

Emily Wise paints landscapes and still lifes.
Except that's not true, because they are actually
feelings and experiences disguised as plants,
mountains, skies, structures, objects and weather.
Using paint as an echolocation device, her
work explores the surreal meeting of inner
and outer worlds that leave you feeling both
lost and found. She stays hyped on big feels,
the s-shaped line that separates yin and yang,
Elaine de Kooning’s still lifes, rain sounds,
female surrealists, and a certain shade of
purple she has dreamt about but can’t match.

emilyelizabethwise.bigcartel.com

SANCTUARY (2021)
36" x 48" / 2" Cradle / Acrylic on wood panel

@emily_elizabeth_wise
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IN TER V IE W AT CHAPEL THE ATR E

A NEW SERIES BY CHRIST Y DROGOSCH

AN I N TE R V I E W WI TH

Corinn
deTorres
In the first of this series of

I want to start our interview with TripTheDark

interviews with the Chapel Theatre

because I understand that came about before Chapel

team, I spoke with Corinn deTorres,

Theatre. How did TripTheDark come to be? What year

founder of TripTheDark dance com-

did you begin the dance company and what is your

pany, and Chapel Theatre with her

role in the company?

husband, Illya deTorres.

CdT: It was in 2009 when we actually started. It was
me, Stephanie, Kara, and our other friend named Lauren.

Corinn has been dancing since she

We were all in a show called Hot Gun, which is also how

was a child. She is a multi-talented

I met Dug. After we closed the show at the end of the

performer, dancer and administrator.

summer, my friend who was in a band asked if I wanted

Her focused energy, professional

to put together some sort of dance performance for his

demeanor, and calm presence keep

band’s CD release party at The Doug Fir. I said I’d love

TripTheDark and Chapel Theatre on

to, and [she laughs] that we might as well start a dance

steady ground with a solid footing

company. It was the four of us who put together the

— pun entirely intended. Alongside

show, but there were eight of us in total for the show. It

her husband Illya deTorres, they

was the most fun I’ve probably ever had doing a show:

manage the Chapel Theatre while

it was insane… sold out.

maintaining a busy home life with

After that, Kara, Stephanie and I went on a retreat

two young daughters.

to the coast to talk about how to build this company.
Kara said she was moving to California for law school
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so Steph and I just continued on, the two of us.

is looking for with their dance career, but there’s

We’re the co-creative directors of the company

something about it that keeps drawing people back.

and have been since the beginning. We both share

I think it’s that they can show up, feel comfortable,

most of the responsibilities but there are things she

and we’re all kind of at the same level, and not feel

does better that she takes on, and things I take on

judged. It is like a little family unit, an easy way to

that I do better. She’ll do stuff like poster design

keep going with dance as an adult and not have

and creating the images for our productions. She

to pay for classes all the time. And we get to work

does the graphics and I do more of the marketing

on something together. I feel proud of having built

side of things: mailing lists and social media. I also

something people want to keep coming back to.
My favorite show is still Twin Peaks. It was the first

schedule rehearsals.
Is dance what you studied in college?

show we did where I thought, I think we’ve finally

CdT: No, I went to college for social work. I

nailed what it is I’ve been wanting TripTheDark to

minored in dance.

be. We’ve hit the mark on a few shows since then,

After I left high school I didn’t really take dance

but that one did it for me. It felt like a turning point.

seriously for a while. Minoring in dance in college

If you could give any new talent advice about
starting a dance company, what would it be?

meant getting a certain amount of dance credits,
which just meant taking dance classes. I never

CdT: I don’t know. I don’t feel as though I’m

thought I’d continue on with it as an adult. When

qualified to answer that question because I don’t

you grow up dancing and you don’t have a certain

think we’ve done it like most people have done it.

type of body, or a certain type of ability you get the

I guess people set out to create a thing with

idea you’re not going to make a career out of it. So

intention, and there’s something to be said for that.

it was never my intention. I thought I would just take

And, it can lead to success. Or, you could go about it

classes, which is what I did when I moved here.

the way that we did: just do it. And then it just turns ▶

Once I met Lauren — we met cleaning houses — we
discovered we were both dancers. We started taking
classes at Vega Dance Labs together, which is the
best place to ease back into dancing as an adult. I
never felt like I was being judged. It was a fun place
to take classes.
Lauren met someone at a bar who said they
needed dancers for a show, which is how we got
into Chariots of Rubber. And then we got into Hot
Gun at Dantes.
What are you most proud of about
TripTheDark? Do you have a favorite TTD
show? A favorite/best/funny moment?
CdT: I’m proud of the longevity. I didn’t have any
intention with it. I didn’t think 11 seasons later we
would still be around. All our dancers have been
dancing with us for years. So that makes me proud.
I know it may not be perfect for what everyone
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▶ into something really cool over time. That seems to

In terms of the Chapel Theatre: how do all of the
players work together as a team?

be the way I function in general. I don’t really have a
lot of forethought. Like most of the jobs that I’ve had,

CdT: We needed the expertise to make this happen,

I just sort of come about them. And I think that has

and that’s where Dug came in. Outfitting the space

served me well: to be open to opportunity so when

with light and sound was all on him. He sourced all

one arises, I recognize it and take hold of it. I’m not

of the lights, and all of the mixers and he pulled all of

afraid of it. That’s worked for me, but I know that it

that together. With all the connections he has in the

isn’t the right prescription for everybody in the way

community we were able to source everything.

they live life. It’s always been helpful for me to have

Our team (including Dug and Amanda) is made up

the space in my life to say yes to things. That’s how

of people who want to be here — and they’re doing it

this theater came about…

because they love it.

How did the Chapel Theatre come to be? Was it

Dug has been a part of our TripTheDark family the

planned/a dream project come true? Is there a story

entire time that we’ve been in existence, so it was a

behind its inception?

no-brainer to have him be a part of this.
Is there an overarching Mission Statement or goal

CdT: I was walking down the street and there was a

for the theater?

yard sale here (at Chapel) and I bought a lamp. I started
talking with the pastor of the church; I was asking what

CdT: Broadly, we want to be known as the place

they were doing and why they were getting rid of all

for performance art in Milwaukie. We want people to

their stuff and he told me they were moving, shared

know that if you just want to go and see a show, to

the whole story about why they were moving. I asked

check the Chapel schedule and see what we’re doing.

for a tour of the building which he did, and we talked

Most of our audience comes from outside of Milwaukie.

about the space. I left, called Illya and said, “What

We’re not necessarily trying to compete with larger

do you think about buying a church and making it a

performance spaces in the surrounding areas. We just

theater?” He said, “Great! Let’s do it!”

want to share the same reputation they enjoy as the

That obviously wasn’t the end of the journey. We

theaters to go to in those other small cities. Our tagline
is: The space for performance in Milwaukie.

realized that we couldn’t do it on our own. Illya had

“I think that has served me well: to be open to opportunity so when
one arises, I recognze it and take hold of it. I'm not afraid of it.”
been talking to J.R. about looking for a place to open a

Is the Chapel Theatre interested in outreach?

pizza shop and although we thought the church might

CdT: We’re hoping to connect with neighborhood

be a good place to do it we later realized we couldn’t

schools to provide after school programming, summer

financially make it happen. We didn’t put in an offer

camps, and workshops (dance, theater, etc.) with kids.

but had still been in conversation with the pastor.

We’d also like to fill in our schedule with other types

In the meantime, Illya and I got married and went

of performances in between theater shows: comedy,

on our honeymoon. I think it was when we were on

live music, open mic nights.

our honeymoon that we got a call from the pastor who

The overall goal is to have more programming that

said he had an offer on the building but he liked what

builds over the years.

we had envisioned for it so much that he really wanted

Where does the Chapel go from here?

to see it happen. So that’s how we got the building!

CdT: I feel like we hit a pause button last March

We got a lucky break…We were just lucky.
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CHEERS | JASMINE PETTET

Cheers.
I’ve been taking to cheersing a lot.
With whatever I’m drinking.
Cheers to closing on the house,
to paying taxes on time,
to using up all the vegetables
before they went bad.
Cheers to filling out our ballots
even during a special election,
washing and folding the laundry
on the same day,
and to finding a new kind of duck
we’d never seen before
at the lake.
I’m looking for tiny moments
like that all the time.
My brain looks for bad news.
I need good news.
So we cheers.
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Does your brain do that?
Just look for the bad stuff?
Always wait for the other
shoe to drop? Assume the
worst? It is exhausting. So
we cheers our coffee in the
morning to it being the
weekend, and cheers our
smoothies in the afternoon

stuff… snag… In our brains.
All our energy gets caught
up there. We circle around
it and on a long enough time
line, so little of this matters.
The overdue car bill didn’t
matter and the good thing
being delayed by a week
didn’t matter and the look

even though celery is kind
of gross. Cheers to finishing
the chapters for book club
right at the deadline. Cheers
to taking the garbage out.
My brain looks for bad news.
I need good news. So we
cheers. I cheers to note the
good news before it’s gone.

M Y PAR T Y WO U LD HAV E
Q U I E T C O R N E R S WH E R E YO U
CO U LD H I DE AN D PE T TH E D O G
AN D WATCH PE O PLE B U T YO U
WO U LD N’ T F E E L LO N E LY.
T H ER E WO U LD BE M U LTI PLE E X I T S .
YO U ’D BE ALLOWE D TO LE AVE
WH EN E V E R YO U WAN T WI T H O U T
F EELI N G G U I LT Y F O R NOT
S AYI N G G O O DBYE .

for getting a lot of fiber.
Anything. You just have to
hold onto anything good.
Train your brain to look for
it. Cheers to re-alphabetizing the spices. To the dog
shitting on the lawn of the
neighbor who always parks
so they block the sidewalk.
To remembering to change
the sheets. We just let the bad

your coworker gave you that
you couldn’t quite interpret
didn’t matter. Just keep
zooming ou t. At least that’s
what I try and do. When I’m
overwhelmed, zoom out until
it doesn’t matter. And when
something tiny and nice happens, zoom all the way in.
Cheers to the salad I made
where I used up all the celery
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But… What I would like to
do is throw a party. I can’t
throw a party. Not yet. But I
would really like to.
I would start preparing
several days ahead of time. I
would hang string lights outside and water all the plants.
I would read recipes for
things that taste like summer
and nostalgia and feeling

CHEERS | JASMINE PETTET

fancy and dig through boxes
for pretty trays to put things
on. I would wear a summer
dress and leave all the rejected
options in a pile on the floor
half under the bed.
I would light candles all over
the house for you. You’d walk
through the door and music
would pour out, music that
made you want to dance just a
little bit when you’re moving
from room to room. I’d only
invite the people you want to
see, the people that make you
grin and throw your arms open
wide because it’s been so long.
My party would have quiet
corners where you could hide
and pet the dog and watch
people but you wouldn’t feel
lonely. There would be multiple
exits. You’d be allowed to leave
whenever you want without
feeling guilty for not saying
goodbye. You could drink if you
felt like drinking and not drink
if you didn’t feel like drinking
and it would be okay.
The playlist would be perfect
at my party. Songs you know
all the words to would come
on at the exact moment you
need them to, songs that make
you think of really good times,
driving with windows down, or
kissing them for the first time,
or the last time. You’d know
most of the songs but a few
would be new and you’d love
them right away so the next

time you heard them, you’d
think of this party.
I would make sourdough
crackers from scratch, cut into
stars and diamonds. I’d pile the
corners up high with snacks.
Bowls of watermelon slices on
the deck. Cans of fizzy water
in towers. There’d be things
to look at and touch so you’d
have something to do with your
hands in case your brain went
rotten for a minute, but I think
that this particular party, all the
anxiety would hold itself back
for once. Eventually, the stars
would be out and we could
cheers to our favorite song
coming on, and making dumb
plans to go to vegas in the fall.
This is a party because you
made it. Because you’re still
trying, and still moving, and
your heart is still beating. It’s
a party because they can’t ruin
everything, they can’t take
everything away. It’s a party to
say thank you, and I’m sorry,
and I missed you too, and we
still need you here. It’s a party
to lay claim on joy again, to
remember the way the constellations of people shift
and reconfigure themselves
constantly at parties—refilling glasses, going outside to
smoke
cigarettes,
helping
in the kitchen for a minute,
sneaking away to smoke a joint
like it’s still a secret, waiting
in line to pee. This party is for
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you and the dread in the pit
of your stomach that’s been
keeping you up at night. It’s
a party where we will cheers a
hundred times. I would like to
throw a party and you would
be there and feel loved. All the
tension in your spine could let
go. The sadness in your belly
would lift for a day. I’d make
dessert that tasted like the
best july of your life and bring
it out just when there’s a lull
in music, the point where the
party shifts from the people
who come early and leave early
to the people who come late
and stay late. The music would
understand that the mood was
changing, pop punk moving to
something with a louder driving sound to it, and you’d all
have to lean in a little closer
to talk to each other, and even
though it still feels scary to
lean in close, somehow just
for tonight, it seems okay. I’d
like to throw a party where we
get to simultaneously hold all
our sadness out to each other,
like “Yes, everything broke my
heart all the time too, it wasn’t
just you,” but also know that
for today we don’t have to talk
about it. We can acknowledge
but not sink into it. And we can
cheers to tiny tomato plants
doing their best, and electric
zippy sound of a goldfinch
nearby, and a long and low dog
passing outside, which is my
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favorite ratio of dog.
The party is whatever you
want it to be. It’s loud when
you need it to be loud and
it’s quiet when you need it
to be quiet. There are different rooms and plenty of
chairs, and you never once
get stuck in a conversation
that’s boring, and there’s not
a single creep there—nobody
slides their hand across the
small of your back unnecessarily. Nobody corners you
anywhere. Everybody would
think you were interesting
and you would be noticed
exactly how much you’d like
to be noticed. There would
be a hundred things to cheers
to. At my party, you could
find someone to kiss if you
wanted, just for fun. I’d light
candles all around the house
for you.
This party is because you
deserve it. This party would
feel buoyant and full of light.
This party is full of people
who love you and everybody missed seeing you so
much. It’s a party to say it’s
okay now, you’re still part of
things, and we would cheers
to your new haircut, your
presence, your heartbeat.
People might dance. There
might be a chorus that everybody sings out loud suddenly.
All our rotten bad brains take
a break for a while. We don’t

worry about anything. We
just get to be here. Everybody
wants you there.

TH IS PAR T Y IS F U LL
OF PE OPLE WHO
LOV E YO U AN D
E V E R YBODY M IS SED
SE E I NG YO U SO M UCH.
Once it’s late, the music
changes again. It's quieter,
more intimate, and a hot
person might laugh at something funny you said and
touch your knee or your bare
shoulder but only if you’re
into it. People drift in and
out and everybody gets home
safely. Your hands aren’t
searching for something to do
for the first time in you can’t
remember how long. The candles I lit for you are still burning but they’re getting short.
And when it’s late, only my
favorite people would still be
at my party. They know who
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they are. Nobody would overstay. I wouldn’t be washing
dishes alone while dummies
get wasted and put their cigarettes out in my potting soil.
No, my favorite people would
stay and we’d sit in the dark
in the backyard saying secret
things to each other. We’d fall
asleep on the couch together
watching television quietly, and wake with crooked
necks and dead limbs. In the
morning, we’d stack empty
glasses and listen to Rosetta
Tharpe with all the windows
open, walking around barefoot and feeling very soft and
someone would make coffee
which would feel like a life
raft. We’d eat eggs and toast
and hashbrowns if we’re feeling wild, and the dog would
eat various nasty crumbs out
of the yard and we’d all take
naps in the mid afternoon.
We’d cheers to how nice the
morning is, to finishing the
dishes, to the strange bruises on our shins that mean
it’s summer. We’d finish the
watermelon slices, leaning
over the edge of the deck. The
party would only end when
we wanted it to. I’d send you
home with a slice of cake for
you to eat later. This party
was for you, after all.
We can’t have a party yet.
But I’m still lighting candles
for you. P

F R OM CHAPEL THE ATR E ...

Screw You,
Covid
In 2019, none of us knew what this image was,

Need space to rehearse a play? To produce a play?

much less that it caused the kind of knee jerk,

To dance? To hold a yoga class? Let us know!

nauseous reaction that it elicits in 2021. But today,

We are working with the folks at Telltale to

we're breathing a bit easier without our masks when it's

plan an outdoor version of this event in July!

safe, resting easier knowing, hoping, that we're coming

The preschool next door moved out, so we're going

out of this. We know that you know that this year was

to hold the event in the old playground right off the

really tough for the performing arts, as it was for a lot

parking lot. Drinks still available, advance tickets

of industries. We are grateful that this thing didn't shut

required. More information to come, but for now,

us down for good and that we're managing to stay

save the date for JULY 22!

afloat through some generous grants and donations.

Our fall season is filling up fast. We will send out

We are encouraged that Clackamas County

more information next month about events coming

is now in low risk, which means we're planning

up in August that you can attend IN PERSON! Get

events again! And while we are still being cautious,

your vaccinations and come join us!

we are here and available for your event, play, party,

And, finally… If you would like to support Chapel

whatever you've been waiting to do for the last

Theatre in keeping our lights on during these last

15 months.

months of Covid, you can do so on our website at

We're ready to have you back. Looking for a

any time. We appreciate you all.

venue for a cancelled wedding? A birthday party?

xoxo,

A place for your band to play live or rehearse?

Corinn and Illya
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Reinvention

Rejuvenation
AN D

How a covid pivot gave me back my creative freedom.
BY ADRIANA BAER

When I was a dancer, the word “pivot” meant
something very specific. When I became a professional theater director, understanding “transitions”
became all-important. As an artist, the ability to be
flexible is imperative. But as a person with bills,
health insurance premiums, and a child, being flexible is not always comfortable.
Like many others, Covid upended the career I had
been building for 20 years. Practically overnight, what
I thought I had created in terms of stability, constant
work, and an understanding of my artistic world was
no longer concrete. “Transition” and “pivot” suddenly
took on very different meanings. And while this past
year has been wildly unpredictable, a bit unnerving,
and at times heartbreaking, my pivot has given me
the greatest gift of all: creative freedom.
Here’s how I got there.
Most American theater artists are petrified of
change and of slowing down. We’re afraid that if we
aren’t constantly working, it means we aren’t real
artists. The problem with that frame of mind is that
it comes from a place of scarcity. And scarcity is not
creative, nor does it support creative energy. Rather,
it breeds fear that there’s not enough of something:
jobs, roles, gigs, money. Especially money. A scarcity mindset leads us to constant hustling, always
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needing to have an answer to the question, “What
are you working on next?”
I wish I could go back and tell my 20-year-old self
is that the best answer to that question is “myself.”
2019-2020 was set to be my most “successful”
season on record. I directed a show at Portland
Center Stage that I loved and was about to leave for
the Alley Theatre in Houston on the largest contract
I had ever been offered. I was teaching, coaching,
and my plate was full. I had a lot of answers to the
question “What’s next for you?”
But then Covid came and suddenly I had nothing.
And it made me wonder… What is next? The American
theater is, quite frankly, up for grabs right now. We
don’t know what it’s going to be, what it’s going to
look like, how much money there’s going to be for it
to exist at all, and despite our best efforts, the whole
damn system is broken.
It only took me a month or so to realize that I could
no longer count on this very fragile, very tenuous
industry to pay my bills. As successful as I was, I had
been just barely scraping by financially year after
year. Because I have a partner with a full time job in
a thriving industry, I am “OK.” My family unit relies
on his income to cover the bulk of our expenses. In a
way, his income is supporting my “theater habit”... a
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fact that fills me with rage. Over the years, the constant fear that there would not be enough work to go
around had made me a less creative person and probably a less generous collaborator. Over time, I had
become cynical, the greatest creativity-killer of all.
Some soul-searching was required. When I sat down
and really thought about what I loved about being
in the theater, it certainly wasn’t the hustle or the
scarcity or even the ego-thrilling “big contracts.” It
was being in rooms with people I love to make work
with. That’s it. So I decided that above all, I want to
say “yes” to the shows I love and “no” to the ones
that don’t fill my cup. And I want to enjoy all of my
life as it is, not spend my time constantly trying to
make something happen in the future.
To do this, I realized that I needed to divorce my
financial stability and income from my creative work.
The fact that the American theater is never going
to be able to support freelance artists enough so
most of us can truly thrive is a harsh reality. When
I looked at my anticipated income from that “best
season ever,” I was set to bring home the equivalent
of a poorly-paid entry-level “regular job” for someone just out of college. My theory now is that as
American theater makers, we would all be happier,
more creative, and more thriving artists if we let go
of the idea that our financial income will ever match
our creative output and value.
So like so many others, I jumped into a “Covid
pivot.” I did something I’ve never done in my life nor
ever considered. I said yes to a direct sales opportunity. You may be thinking, “Like a pyramid scheme?
Like trying to sell leggings to all your friends?” That’s
what I thought, too. But what I found was something
completely different
I partnered with an organic hemp CBD company,
introduced to me by an old friend who is a family
nurse practitioner. My daily work is to educate and
share health and healing resources and to coach other
people who are starting their own businesses, all the
while building an income stream for myself that is
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residual and grows exponentially. The work I put in
now will compound over time, and when I go back
into rehearsal, I’ll be receiving a paycheck whether
I am working my CBD business that month or not.
I will be paid in the future for work I’m doing now.
I’m building something that I can rely on to pay my
bills and mortgage without me trading my time for
money 1-to-1. This, for an artist, is mind-blowing.
What’s beautiful about this business is that it’s on
my own time. However much I feel like putting in is
how much I get back. There is no cap on my income
and no growth ceiling, glass or otherwise. There is
no limit on the number of people who need wellness
support or the number of people who are looking for
another income stream and are interested in talking
business. Scarcity does not enter into the picture
here. Not ever.
What does this business mean for me as an artist?
I can relax knowing that my basic financial needs are
taken care of and I can separate my artistic work from
financial gain. I can say yes to the projects I want to
and no to the ones that don’t light me up. And best
of all, I see possibility and abundance around every
corner.
I wish I could say to my younger self: find another
job that you love. Let the thing you do for income
give you as much joy, laughter, and light as you feel
in a rehearsal room. Spend as much time working on
yourself as you do working on your career. You will
be happier, healthier, and a more creative person.
Some people have asked me if I’m “done with theater” now that I’ve found something else I love to do.
Of course not! It is a passion and a great love of my
life. I can’t wait to be back into rehearsal. But when
I get there, I will rest well, knowing that no matter
what I do, no matter how successful this project is,
my ability to pay my mortgage will be unrelated.
This makes me a better artist, a better parent, and
an overall better contributor to the world.
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Adriana Baer is a theater director,
educator, connector, parent, and wellness
advocate living in Portland, Oregon.

NEMESIS
BY EM I LY HOPK I NS

Lately, I’ve been thinking
a lot about vengeance
and the many forms
she takes.
Sometimes she is dark and furious,
to be sure. The Greeks called her
Nemesis. Goddess of divine retribution. Auguring the truth from deeds
you thought were only witnessed by
the Moon. Crowned in thistle and bone.
Her mouth dripping with the blood
red juice of the fruit she tore from a
scoundrel’s throat. She is the thorn of
the black locust tree, patiently waiting
for a shrike to mete justice in the form
of impalement.
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She is the feather and the scale that weigh your
heart at the end of all things. The one true cosmic
metric. She is judge and jury, but never executioner.
She is the icy cold hand that gives you the shovel with
which to dig your own grave. The ink and the quill
and the very signature sprawled across a binding pact.
The bed you make and the exhaled breath of the one
you chose to make it with. Spinning fiber from the
sinew of those unfortunate corpses who meet her
before their time. Knitting haunted burial shrouds
for scoundrel after scoundrel. Licking Foxglove and
Oleander buds with her viper’s tongue. She is the
toxin and the antidote. And she decides which of her
many absolutes will touch your lips.
Sometimes Vengeance is a mother. The restless
wings of a nighthawk beating inside her chest, taking
up the space left from when she ripped herself open
and cast her own heart to beat and walk and live
outside her body. Her skin forever salty from being
bathed in the tears of the unwanted. The unloved.
The orphaned. Sharpening her love into a speartip
before dipping it into a poison synthesized from every
insult she endured in her own childhood. Arming
herself. Armoring herself. Sleepless and vigilant and
poised to lay down her life for the sake of breaking
generational trauma. Dislocating her shoulders to
wrap her arms around her children. The children.
ALL children. Coiling herself around an unhatched
clutch of eggs. Spitting venom like a cobra. Forever
tending a fire that will burn cities to the ground for
the sake of keeping the innocent warm.
Sometimes she is survival. Perseverance. A life well
lived out of spite. The tiniest piece of grit, secreted
away in the darkness of an oyster shell. Beholden to
the tides but protected from the pitch black marrow
that’s been siphoned from our planet’s bones and used
to poison our oceans. Silently transforming herself
into something stark and sacred. Semi-precious, they
call her. Unexpected and miraculous. Lit from within
and adorning every crown worn by every sovereign
crossing rubicons both temporal and geographic.

More valuable than the bones of those who were
foolish enough to attempt to carry her with them
to their graves. Embellishing the knives men use to
stab one another in the back. A teardrop transmuted.
Vengeance is the overturned soil used to plant a
garden to feed the hungry. She is the daughter of a
dirt farmer cashing her first paycheck. She is the pin
being pulled from a landmine before one more limb
can be lost to its explosion. She is the tube of crimson
lipstick you apply while preparing for divorce court.
She is ashes seeping into groundwater.
They burned Joan of Arc three times, you know.
Once to kill her and twice more to make sure there
was nothing left for her followers to scavenge and
worship as relics. The King of England commanded her ashes to be thrown into the Seine. Anyone
familiar with the water cycle knows why this was a
Fool’s errand. For 500 years we’ve been quenching
our thirst with the ashes of witches. How many heretics, dissidents, traitors have been burned over how
many thousands of years, only to end up quelling
our droughts? Watering our crops? Saving our lives?
The gods may speak to Men. But Vengeance speaks
through those they burn. The doves that burst forth
from The Maid of Orleans as flames caressed her
virgin skin flew on wings of vengeance.
Vengeance will save those of us clever enough to
forge irony into armor. Those of us who have the
courage to see waking up in the morning as a reprisal. Those of us who manifest safety in spite of never
having felt safe ourselves. Vengeance is only perilous
if you’re sure you belong at the sharp end of her blade.
For those of us at the hilt? Vengeance will save us. P

Emily Hopkins is a mother, educator, gardener, artist,
animal rehabber, and adventurer currently living in Topeka,
Kansas. Her other writing may be found saved as unsent
emails on her phone or frantically scribbled in one of the
multiple journals she keeps on her person at all times.
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VOICES
OF
YOUTH
You're White

/ KHAI KALEIOHI

you know what?
i am white
and hawaiian.
descended from
kings and queens
who ruled beautiful land.

that was how
hawaii
became the 50th.
and not many people know that.
the injustice set in,
my body filled to the brim
with anger,
anger because i didn't know.
anger because the fact
that it took me so long
to figure out.
angry at the fact that
the whiteness
embedded in my dna
was responsible for the pain
of so many of my people endured.
they made a vacation place
out of our home
that They leave for us to take care of
when They decide They’re done with it.

i hope the whiteness
doesn't distract from the
hidden culture beneath my skin.
the skin interlocked with my flesh
might be as pale as a polar bear
in the peaceful winter snow,
but that doesn't give you the right
to strip me from the kalua and musubis
i grew up with.
this proud country
imprisoned the queen of our land
for years,
forcing her into
the cynical clasp
of corporate america.
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Mental Health Matters

/ MYA BAUMAN

They praise, down on their knees, worshipping, hands clasped
like it’s some sort of demon in me.
They conspire ways of saying you’ll be okay and do not fret
because once you show any signs of struggle
they will go away.
My head is a room in which I am trapped.
It has no door, no windows and is filled to the ceiling with water
And I am drowning.
Do self-care, don’t just lay there
But I am a prisoner to my head
I choke out how I can’t get out of bed, how every day is a battle in my head,
there is bloodshed as my illness grabs a sword and finishes off the rest
“You’re being dramatic”
Yet if I was in a hospital bed
Would it be different then?
Because somehow my polarizing pitiful plague that partakes in my brain isn’t good enough.
You need a physical example of my pain instead
“Stop being so sensitive,”
Is spat at me and cuts through my being like I am butter
I gather my emotions and tell them to stop
Stop being so choked up
get DOWN
I remind myself before the vile escapes
Yet it’s too late and sometimes I wish to just not feel again
Mental illness isn’t one color
It isn’t one story
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“Stop crying”
Mental health matters!
“You’re so lazy”
Mental health matters!
“Other people have it SO much worse”
Mental health matters!
“You are so gross, take care of yourself”
Mental health matters!
“You’re crazy”
Mental health matters!
Mental health matters until it’s someone who is struggling to fight.
Who almost can’t stay alive
Or
Until it’s something you cannot understand.
Mental health isn’t just black and white.
It isn’t linear
It isn’t one concrete example.
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TALE S F R OM

THE THEATRE

BY C HAD DICK E R S O N
Chad Dickerson is a Portland
based playwright, composer
and actor who has performed
up and down the West Coast.
He loves any/all nature
activities and does not have
a healthy fear of bears.

THE SHOW
WILL GO ON.
AND IT’S CALLED:

The Belongings.
I was so jazzed to be in rehearsals for
Judith Thompson’s beautiful play Lion in
the Streets with Chapel Theatre Co. when
the pandemonium of 2020 hit. “The show
is unfortunately postponed. Indefinitely.”
And, scene.
But then, in a display of almost immediate
resiliancy, Chapel announced a call-forscript-submissions for an audio series. Hmm,
interesting… I had recently, finally completed
a script I had been working on for several
years that I was incredibly proud of called The
Belongings. It was designed for the stage with
a cast of four actors and five instrumentalists
but… maybe? We could cram it into this audio
format thing?
“It’s just not going to work,” was Artistic
Director Illya deTorres’ response after reading
the script.
“I thought maybe not,” I admitted.
“The audio-play structure requires a specific
kind of writing.”
“Gotcha. No problem.”

“But I absolutely love The Belongings and
we’d like to give it a fully staged production as
part of our 2022 season.”
“Oh. Wow. Oh wow!”
“And I really want to direct it myself.”
I had already gotten a taste of Illya’s directing
style during our table work for Lion in the Streets
and automatically knew I’d be honored to have
him direct my show.
Subsequently, we’ve been having these fun
visioning sessions—usually outdoors—that have
got me completely fired up about bringing The
Belongings to life on Chapel’s stage and getting
to work with such a creative company. A lot of
planning and pre-production is necessarily going
into this endeavor; it's Chapel’s first musical, with
a wide ranging scope and some fairly grand
themes. But if the production is half as fun as
our visioning sessions, it will be a riot.
It’s time to start looking toward bringing
theatrical experiences back into our reality, and I
am thrilled beyond measure that The Belongings
will lead the charge. P
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